
The protagonist Daniel, is an English university student from England. During the 

summer he goes to work at a summer camp in America. His job there is that of camp 

photographer, his role is to photograph the camps activities and upload them to the 

camps website for the children’s parents to see.  

The first activity he goes to photograph is Waterfront, photographing the children by 

the lake. Later that evening Daniel is at the computer and uploads the pictures from 

the day. Looking at the Waterfront pictures he notices that on the island in the middle 

of lake, lurking on the shore, are shadowy humanoid figures or shapes. The same 

figures are stood behind certain children, but not every one of them.  

 

WHAT ARE THE SHADOWS 

They are from another realm or even a parallel reality. In the shadows reality is 

magic and their worry is that humans will find a way to come to their realm and 

harvest this magic for their own, using it for nefarious power crazed means. 

Though they believe this is inevitable so now the shadows are screening kids and if 

they find acceptable one, they’ll put their power into the kids to have forces in our 

reality ready to shut down any human incursions into their realm. 

 

Daniel checks the camera lens to make sure there are no smudges on it, giving it a 

clean. He then loads the photos onto his flash drive and delete’s them from the 

camera and the computer. 

Next day he takes photos as normal, even the ones by the lake are fine. He can’t 

shale the feeling though that it wasn’t just a trick of the light.  

When he next has free time he goes to the staff room and uses the computers. The 

computers have ridiculously slow internet speeds so it’s slow progress. He finds 

nothing of consequence. The protagonists love interest, Lizz, calls him over to play 

Jenga, figuring searching online was getting him nowhere, he decides to dismiss it 

and go play. 

The next evening the sun is low but not quite set. He and his fellow counsellors are 

sat by the staff camp fire. He asks what is on the island and the story of Cropsy is 

told, it has no relation though. (Depending on how script development goes maybe it 

can be some sort of twist?) 

 

WHAT IS THE TALE OF CROPSY? 

 He attended the camp in 1896, the year it first opened. 

 Stayed in Bunk 1B, same as the protagonist. 

 Left one night witout saying anything to anyone. 



 He was seen taking a boat out onto the lake. Bad weather obscured him from 

view. When the weather cleared, only the boat was found, wrecked on the 

opposite shore. 

 Authorities never found his body, it was presumed that he had been washed 

out of the lakes outlet and gone down the river. It was assumed that, if still 

alive, he would have tried to make contact. 

 The tale is told to campers now as a folk tale. No-one knows the complete 

truth as records are vague now due to the various retellings over the years 

from child to child and counsellor to counsellor. 

 As it stands though Cropsy now apparently haunts the island, and if you listen 

carefully in the dead of night you can hear him calling out for help. 

 

After he hears this story Daniel then goes for a walk on his own. He walks to the 

dock and walks out as far as he can. He takes his camera from his bag and takes 

some shots of the shore. He takes five altogether. 

Shot 1 through 4 have the figures lingering on the shore. In shot 1 they aren’t aware 

of Daniel but progressively through each picture ending on shot 4 they are looking in 

his direction and collecting at the edge of the water, looking directly at him. But then 

on shot 5 one appears to be stood right in front of where he is stood. He stumbles 

back and runs to the shore. Reaching the sand he continues hobbling backwards 

whilst he takes a picture of the dock, checking the camera screen no shadow has 

followed him. He zooms in on the island and the shadows have gone from the island 

too. 

Daniel then rechecks the last five photographs on the camera, and the shots are 

fine, no shadowy figures lurk in them at all. He takes the pen drive out of his pocket, 

the one which he had put the first photographs on. He stares and it and then closes 

his fist around it and turns to go to a computer. But as he does he hears a branch 

snap, he freezes in place, but it turns out to be Lizz as she emerges from the tree 

line. 

Lizz tries to talk to Daniel but he is still in shock, heart pounding from everything and 

the scare of the branch. 

 “Are you okay?  You look ill.” Lizz asks. 

 “Yeah, I’m good.” Daniel replies. 

They have a conversation and she takes his camera from him and takes a couple of 

photos of him. He tries to get the camera off her but she’s having none of it. 

Eventually she puts the camera on self-timer, placing it on a nearby wall. She gets a 

shot of them both and as Daniel flicks back through the photos she had just taken 

but they’re fine, no shadows in sight. 

That over with he makes excuses to go to the staff room so he can check the 

photographs on the pen drive. She says she will come with him and without any 

good reason why she shouldn’t he sets off with her in tow. They get to the staff just 



as another member of staff is leaving. She goes to the TV whilst he sits at the 

computer. He boots up the pen drive and looks at the photos from the first day but 

they are as normal, no shadowy figures lurking on the island or behind the children. 

Lizz calls him over to watch TV with her, so he goes over and they talk and make 

each other laugh and eventually they end up cuddling. 

The next day Daniel is going about his job, taking photos of the activities, joining in 

with the activities too. He sees Lizz around camp with the kids she looks after, they 

exchange smiles. The American children quiz Daniel about English words that 

American’s don’t use; 

 Trainers – Sneakers 

 Rubbish – Trash 

 Sweets – Candy 

The shadows are all but forgotten and then suddenly, a child goes missing. The child 

is from Daniel’s bunk, Thomas. A huge manhunt ensues but he can’t be found 

anywhere. They search all night, helicopters are brought in to search the surrounding 

areas with their thermal cameras but nothing is found. 

Eventually it gets too late and the staff have to give up the search till the morning, 

leaving it to the authorities. Daniel is woken early the next morning, Thomas has 

been found. He washed up further down the lake, he was cold and pale but still alive. 

They take him to the medical hut at the camp and let the camp doctor look at him.  

Daniel and the other counsellors from his bunk and allowed to go see him. Daniel 

notices straight away that Thomas is not himself. He is quite vacant and doesn’t 

remember how he ended up in the lake, the nurse says it is just shock and it may 

come back eventually, but Daniel has looked after this kid 24/7 for a while now and 

he just doesn’t seem himself at all, never mind just amnesia from the trauma. Daniel 

believes it has something to do with this shadow phenomena. 

As Daniel heads down to the lake Lizz spots him on the way, wanting to know how 

he is she comes over and steps in beside him. She puts an arm around his and 

walks beside him. 

 “Are you okay?” 

 “Just shocked is all.” 

 “I would be too, I think we all are actually, obviously to a lesser degree 

though.” 

 “Where are you off?” 

 “The lake.” 

 “Why the lake?” 

 “You wouldn’t believe me I don’t think, I guess I just need some time alone.” 

 “You know something don’t you? About what happened to Thomas?” 



Daniel then tries to convince her to leave but she is adamant he tell her. He caves 

and tells her and instead of flat out denial she just shows confusion, she offers 

explanations, “the camera lens may be broke or dirty” but he explains he has 

checked out things like that. 

 “Well show me the pictures.” 

 “I can’t, they’re normal now, the shadows disappeared.” 

Reaching the lake Daniel snaps some shots but the shadows are nowhere to be 

seen. Shaking his head he goes to the boat house. He checks no-one is around but 

the way is clear and he assumes it will be for a while whilst everyone is in the main 

bit of the camp keeping an eye on Thomas and the other kids in one place. 

He lifts out a row boat and Lizz helps him with it, and then she goes and grabs two 

life jackets. Daniel doesn’t even bother to tell her to leave as he knows she won’t and 

to be honest he is glad of the company. He takes the ores and begins to row. 

As he rows he asks Lizz to get the camera and take some shots of the lake, 

checking them after each shot to make sure there are no figures. In a long shot we 

see the lake and the solitary boat, and everything is quiet except the boat in the 

water and the shutter sound and flash sound of the camera being used. The sounds 

of the camera come in a pattern sound – silence as the camera is checked – 

sound silence as the camera is checked and so on but then the sound doesn’t 

come again. Daniel looks towards Lizz who suddenly scrambles backwards. Lizz 

shoves the camera into Daniel’s hand. He looks down and on the display he sees a 

figure in the boat, hovering at the edge looking directly at the camera. Daniel takes 

another picture quickly. 

It’s gone. 

 “Believe me now?” 

 “Yes.” 

They arrive at the island and Daniel steps out of the boat. He and Lizz drag it ashore 

and he ties the rope to a nearby tree. Together they venture into the forest. Lizz has 

control of the camera again but there is nothing showing. Suddenly the camera 

battery dies. With everything that had happened with Thomas, Daniel had forgotten 

to charge it and he hadn’t brought a spare with him. They decide to carry on instead 

of going back, the shadows have had ample opportunity to injure them and haven’t, 

that’s his reasoning anyway. 

 “If they were here or even going to harm us, they would have done already.” 

 “What about Thomas? They have just attacked us.” Lizz points out. 

 “We don’t know for sure that’s what’s happened.” 

They emerge from the trees into a clearing. In the clearing is a lot of buried ruins. 

Everything is covered in moss and is eroded. Everything but two things. Two stone 

pillars stand erect in the centre of the clearing. Runes adorn the pillars, they look 



newly carved, no moss or lichen in sight. Lizz comes overs and Daniel reaches out, 

as his hand touches the pillar Lizz calls out for him to stop. But she calls out too late 

as his hand presses against the cold stone. Nothing happens. 

It’s starting to get late now and they head back, thinking everything was okay. As 

they re-enter the trees the camera stays behind in the clearing. Something stars to 

happen to the pillars. Glowing lights begin to circle the clearing, they glow but don’t 

illuminate anything, an ethereal light. The circle of lights tightens and gets closer to 

the portal. When they get a certain distant away they are sucked inwards to a centre 

point between the two pillars and expand outward a thin surface begins to appear 

connecting the pillars. 

A portal has opened. 


